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RADIAL FLOW ON A HORIZONTAL PLA N E

BV HAROLD R. VALLENTINE, M. A.S.C.E. *

Introduction Flow without surface resistance
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1/ Axisvmmetrical radial Hm\" without surface resistance,
How' in a diverging channel and spatially varied flow in
a uniform channel.

Ecoulement radiat et tl:âs!j'111étrique, sans résistance
super{tcielle, écoulement dans UIl chenal divergent, et
écoulement variable dans l'espace, dans UIl chenal uni
forme.

The possible profiles ofaxisymmetrical radial
How \vithout surface resistance on a horizontal
plane are represented diagrammatically in Figure
1 b. The liquid is so introduced near the axis that
the Hows is essentially horizontal and at critical
depth at the rel case radius, l'o.

UneIer snch conditions, free surface How is not
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If surface resistance eflects are eonsidered, the
profiles difi'er to the extent that the channel walls
contribute to the resistance to now in the channel,
for the axisYlllmetrical How has no wall resistance.
The wall eŒect hecomes signifieant, in this respect,
if the depth of now exceeds about live pel' cent of
the channel width.

:Most of the lilerature on channel expansions
treats the cases of tlow withou t surface resistance.
The general forms of the profiles are well known
hut il is necessary, in praetice, to compute the pro
file for each set of houndary and tlow conditions.

The objeet of this paper is to present generalised
profiles in non-dimensional forlll 110th for radial
tlows without resistance and for radial Hows with
hed resistance. These profiles can facilitate the
solution of prohlems involving radial f1ow, either
the axisymmetrieal or the diverging channel type.
Il will be seen that the resistance-l'l'ce assumption
does not yield satisfactory approximations to the
profiles for supercritical tlow of l'cal liquids.

27t
Q= -0- QI!

Axially syuuuetrical radial How of a liquid with
a l'l'ce surface can be analysed as a case of spatially
varied now in a uniforlll rectangular channel; the
channcl is considered to extend along a radius, and
its discharge decreases inversely as the distance
(Fig. 1 a).

Alternatively, radial How can he analysed as a
limiting case of llow in a diverging reetangular
channel, the angle hetween the walls heing 2 Tc. If
surface resistance efi'ects are negleeted, the surface
profiles in any diverging, rectangular channel, with
a divergent ang'le 0 and a steady How rate Qo, will
he the same as those for axisymmetrical radial n(}W
atarate:
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Yc!= ~2i3

Yo l'

The critical-depth Clll'Ve is shown in broken line in
Figure 2. Since it is a function only of Q and 1',

this curve is applicable to both Hows without and
Hows with surface resistance.

If the supercritical radial flcnv is terminated by
a circulaI' hydraulic jump, with antecedent depth
Ya, and sequent or tailwater control clepth !I., these
depUIS are related by the ordinary j Ulllp equation:

v _ l'oYo 2 (5)
\To ----ry

The velocity varies only gradually and almost in
versely as the radius in the region (1'/1'0) > 4 as
shawn in Figure 2.

The Fraude number at any radius l' is:

whence:

dimensional tenns. These profiles are ploUed in
Figure 2.

Several features of the profiles are worthy of
mention. The subcritical profile is seen ta rise ta
vvithin one pel' cent of its ultimate value of 1 1/2
times the critical depth at (1'/1'0) = 3.H; on the other
hand the depth of the supercritical profile decreases
with increase in radius, being one pel' cent of its
initial value at (1'/1'0) = 122.

The variation in velocity follows from Equa
tion 2:

The values of §f arc shown adjacent to the profiles
in Figure 2.

The critical-depth, !Jc' decreases with inCl'ease in
radius, for:

:l / q2 3/- Q2-- 1 W)
Yc = Vg = \ -4 TI2r2g a: 1'2/:;

(1)

(2)

(3)

o

V=--= -Q
2 TIJ'Y

and, from Equations 1 and 2:

go -1 = 2~~0 [1- C~~re~) Yj
. y 1- J Gr. 2 [1 (1'0 \)2 ( Yo ) 2 J-•. - - -, - ~fO - - -

Yo 2 l' Y

where §fa is the Fraude number at l' = 1'0' §fa is
unity in Figure 1 since !Jo = Yc' the critical-depth at
this radius. However, Equation 3 is valid for any
value of 1'0 provided it is greater than the radius at
which critical depth flow occurs.

\-Vhen §fa is unity, Equation 3 becomes:

2 .-----,---,------,--------------~-~----~--_,

Also:

possible for a radius l' < 1'0' For l' > 1'0' flow will
be either subcritical or supercritical depending
upon the downstream control depth. The dimen
sions on the left of Figure 1 b, refer to subcritical
flow and those on the right ta supercritical flow. At
a particular radius, the subcritical and the super
critical flows are at the alternate depths.

The specific energy, E, is constant throughout
the flow and, if the depths and velocities at radii 1'0

and l'are Yo, Va and y, V respectively,

V2 V02,
-+y=--+l'jo=b
2g 2g'

-b: - 1 = ~ [1 - C~~rC:Jor] (4)

which defines the two possible profiles in non-

(11 )

if the efIect of the length of the jUlllp is neglected.
(If the downstream water surface is not horizontal,
the ell'ective downstream depth, and hence the
jUlllp location, is slightly afl'ected by the length of
the jump.) From Equations H and 10, the equation
of the sequent depth curve, shown in Figure 2 is:

The location and height of a hydraulic jUlllP, if
it occurs, are deterlllined by the intersection of the
tailwater profile and the sequent depth curve.
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2/ Axisymmetrieal, radial flow on a horizontal plane without
resistance. Depth and yclocity rclationships.

Ecoulement radial et a:risymétriqlle sur un plan hori
zontal, sans résistance. Relations entre les hauteurs d'eau
et les vitesses.

Flow with surface resistance

The difIerential equation for the surface profile
ofaxially symmetrica1 flow on a horizontal plane
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with bed resistance is obtained by differentiation
of the total head, H, with respect to radius.

This equation can be derived from the standard
equation (*) for spatially varied flow in horizontal
prismatic channel of rectangular cross section with
decreasing discharge:

H=l'J + V2
. 2 g

.'. dH = !!.!l. +~ ( Q2 )
dl' dl' dl' 8 TI2gl'2 y2

. _ S - dl' _ Q2 (.1- f--.1- dY )
.. ,- dy 4 TI2g1'2~p l' - Y dl'

. dy _ (V2/gl') - s
.. (f; - 1- (V2/gy )
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3/ Profiles and sequent depths for radial flows with bed
resistanee on a horizontal plane.

Profils et lwutellrs d'eau aval, correspondant à des écou
lements radiaux, avec résistance sur le fond sur un plan
horizontal.

(12)

(13)
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4/ Determination of approximate profiles for supercritieal
radial flow.

Déterlll inalion des profils approchés pour l'écoulement
radial en régime supercritique.

1·5,,------:::::::==========--------,
1-4

1·0 f-------i-------------------j

1·2

Y 08

~
0·6 -

(16)

gr
(15)

dy _ y/r - g(C2
dl' - 1/512 -1

so that Equation (14) reduces to Equation (13).
According to the Chezy formula, S = (V2/C2y)

and Equation (13), expressed as:

where q. = (dQ/dx), the space rate of change of the
flow, Ql' in the channel.

If the total radial discharge is Q, the flow
through an arc of length B at a radius l' is:

(*) CHOW (V.T.): Open Channel Hydraulics. McGraw-Hill
(1959), p. 332.

Therefore, if Q and ro/Uo are known, Yo and also 1'0

can be determined; and for a given Q, a large value
of ro/Uocorresponds to a low value of Yo.

It is evident that the profiles depend upon two
additional variables l'o/yoand C, which were not
involved in the resistance-free profiles. The sign
ificance of the ro/yo ratio is evident from the expres
sions for V0 :

In Equation 17, the effeci of the resistance tenu
g/C2 on the profile is increased by the factor l'o/Uo.
Although this effect is small for subcritical flows,
it becomes appreciable in supercritical flows, parti
cularly with increasing ro/yo values. When the
n umerator is zero, the profile is horizontal; and
when it hecomes negative the profile rises towards
the critical depth line, turning vertically to meet it
when the denominator becomes zero. These
conditions do not arise in flow without resistance.

A selection of supercritical flow profiles based on
Equation 17 with constant C is shown in Figure 3.
They are for Chezy's C values of 100 and 120 with
initial values of l'o/Yo of 10, 50 and 100.

The sequent depth curve for each profile is
shown in fine line, extending from the sequent
depth curve for resistance free flow to the common
critical-depth curve. With a knowledge of the taiI
water control depth for a particular profile, the
location of the circulaI' hydraulic jump can be
determined. The co-ordinates of the point on each
of the profiles where the depth is a minimum
follows from setting Equation 17 at zero. These co
ordinates define a locus whereby the minimum flow
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(19)

(18)

(17)

Q = 2 TI ~ gl/2 Y 512
Yo 0

d (U /Yo)
d (1'/1'0)

can be converted to a form suitable for numerical
cOlllputation in tenus of y/Yo and 1'/1'0 as follows:

~L/-.!- _JI-. ~
Yo 1'0 C2 Uo

(...!-')2 (~)3 -1
1'0 Uo

whence:
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deplh ralio Y/Yo, can he ploUed as a fllncLion of
1'/1'0 and l'og/YoC2. This plot (Fig. 4) can serve as an
approxinJate guide to lhe form of a profile given
1'o/Yo and C.

For example suppose thal 110w is at critical depth
in a diverging channel al a section wllich is 5 f'eel
wide and 20 feet l'rom the effective cenlre of diver"
gence. If the 110,v rate is 28.4 d's, and the Chezy
coefficient for the channel is 80, the approxirnatc
profile can be delermined as foIJows:

The critical depth:
" --

Yo c= 'J~f == 1 ft

-.!Jl,<L.:= 2Q...6_;l2.~ = 0.10
YoC2 l >< 8()2

The approximate profile is skelched as a horizon-

tal line through the point corresponding to
(rog/Yo(2) == 0.10, with appropriate end transitions
as sketchcd in Figure 4.

Conclusion

The characleristics ofaxisymmetric radial flow
over a horizontal plane have heen presented in non
dimensional form for Hows with and without bec!
resistance. The profiles for supercritical How ,vith
bed resislance have been shown to difl'er apprecia
bly l'rom that for resistance-free 11o'\v. An approxi
mate method has been developed for the rapid
determination of' the profiles for supercritical flows
with bed resistance.

ABNORMAL GROUPING Of LARGE EDDIES IN A SUBMERGED JET

SY S.K.A. NAIB, B.Sc. (Eng.) Ph.D., D.I.C., A.C.G.I. *

It is weIl known that when a turbulent jet 110ws
through an enveloping Huid, the surface of diseon
tinuity breaks up into vortices whieh are earried
alternatively along the surfaee. The developmenl
of these vortices in the eOllrse of How of a jet
issuing from a submerged sluice-way and ditIusing
into the water downstream has been previously
deseribed [1, 2]. The vortiees gro,v with distance
and eventuaIJy extend to the water surface through

• Principal Lecturer in Finie! l\!cchanics, \Vest Ham Col1ege
of Teehnoiogy, London, E. 1;'.

the entire height of the circulation zone. The
mixing produced by these vortices simultancously
causes the jet to expand until ifs upper limit
momentarily reaches thc free surface, where i t
divides and a stagnation point develops.

In the course of experiments to study lhe dif
fusion of the jet, il was observed that a particular
kind of unsteadiness developed involving ahnormal
grouping of large edc!ies in the How, a phenomenon
which was dearly observed in semi-submerged pat
terns, as shown in Figure l a. Here, two large
cddies A and 13 are indicated near the middle of the
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1/ 'l'wo form5 of now down
stream of a submergee! sluice
gate. Dcpth upstream of
gate = 7.5 in. Downstream
e!epth = 5.4 in. EXpOSlll'es:
0.2 sec.

Dellx formes de l'écolllement
il l'aval d'lIne vanne noyée.
Hall/ellr d'eau il l'amollt de
la vanne = 7,5 pOlices. Hall
tellr d'eall cl l'aval = 5,4 POli
ces. Temps de pose: 0,2 s.


